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lTo TPC Delegates this additional information is provided additional to my representation. 
Representor, Terry Eaton, I am an experienced traffic engineer with significant experience in transport planning, my 
work has covered State Traffic Engineer at the Transport Commission responsible for advising on traffic management 
needs and approvals for both State and Local road networks. One initiative I put into place relevant to this 
representation was the priority road system put in place throughout cities and towns in the state. 
I have also worked both as an employee and consultant for Council`s across the north of Tasmania with some 16 years 
at the CITY OF LAUNCESTON as senior engineer planning and design responsible for traffic planning including  project 
management for the  major roads of the Johnsons Road extension and the Boland Street links, this work covered from 
conception to project delivery. 
More recently I have worked for Meander Valley Council, Northern Midlands Council and Georgetown Council generally 
as a specialist on road facilities, road audits, road safety initiatives and input into the assessment of development 
applications. 
I have provided evidence in planning appeals over many years and have been accepted as an expert traffic engineer. 
My interest in this particular issue is to provide a traffic engineering perspective in support of the TPC initiative in 
including specific clause provisions for major roads in  Code C3.0, the Road and Railway Assets Code, my 
1)Code C3.0 Provisions
C3.3 Definitions, major road,  a category , a state1,2 or 3  category or  major road in the lps schedule. There are many
local roads in the state that would by use be the equivalent to or of higher classification than a state category 3 road.
Realistically, it would be difficult for the TPC to identify these roads for inclusion directly into code C3 with the
requirement to provide for them within the LPS seen as logical.

 Road or railway attenuation area includes major roads 
C3.5 A1.5  vehicles traffic must be able to enter and leave a major road in a forward direction 
Table C3.1 provides specific provisions for traffic on major roads 
C3.6  A1 (a) and (b) provides for major roads 
C3.7.1 A1 requirements for attenuation areas 
2) Road Standards
The IPWEA tas standard drawings as adopted by Councils in this state -  standard drawing SD- 1001 provides road design 
guidance for roads with the standards based on number ofb properties served, the provision for   200 plus dwellings ie.
ADT of some 2000 vehicles is a possible base level for a major road
3) LGAT Road Hierarchy Paper
LGAT have produced a consultation paper on Road Hierarchy, this document indicates broad support by councils for  the
concept of a road hierarchy, major roads are part of this concept.
The priority route concept as developed during my time at the Transport Commission are now generally classified as
major roads, theseb roads are constructed to a higher standard with wider pavements, footpaths on both sides. Major
roads generally have more traffic facilities such as roundabouts median islands and linemarking than normal residential
frontage streets  to provide for traffic efficiency and road safety.
Conclusion
Considering the above representation it would seem desirable to include major roads in the LPS, this may be a
significant issue requiring the TPC to issue a direction to those Councils that have not pursued  this initiative to
reconsider their position. Whilst not clearly identified is the provision in C 3.0 is the requirement to include major roads
in the LPS  mandatory ?                                                                   Yours Sincerely Terry Eaton
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1 IPWEA tas  drawing SD- 1001
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